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Brussels increasingly seeking a role in regulating tech
and data
The desire in Brussels and among member states for new rules for tech companies is underpinned by a set of
complex geostrategic and domestic drivers.
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European leadership prioritises a focus on tech
This Commission’s opening agenda marked a renewed push for a competitive and sovereign Europe in the
digital space, with a range of focus from more powerful competition policies to investment in artificial
intelligence technology and quantum computing.

“
“
“

We now need to build a resilient, green, and digital Europe.
We want the digital transformation to power our economy
and we want to find European solutions in the digital age.
Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European Commission
19 February 2020

The aim of the Digital Services Act and the New Competition
Tool is to ensure a fully functioning and competitive single
market for digital services based on European values.
Margrethe Vestager, Executive Vice President
for the European Commission’s Europe Fit for the Digital Age initiative, September 2020

20% of NextGenerationEU, the EU’s recovery package,
should be in invested in digital.
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Thierry Breton, EU Commissioner

for the Internal Market, September 2020
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Tech-related activity driven by Brussels is increasing
April 2019
Ethics Guidelines
on trustworthy AI
Digital4Med
Conference
June 2019
Women in Digital
Scoreboard

September 2020
2020
Vestager’s
priorities
Facebook says it
may leave EU over • EU tech needs rules, a market and
capital
data-sharing ban
• Industrial use of data
(Schrems)
• Responsible corporate behaviour
• Reservations on EU champions
June 2020
2020
2021
• EU’s market shall remain open
GAIA-X and data
Fitness of
Data Act,
infrastructure
competition rules
framework for
for the digital age
data governance

Q1 2020
European Commission releases
new workplan with “A Europe Fit
for the Digital Age”, including:

July 2020
DIGITALEUROPE’s
vision for sustainable
consumers

• Digital Age Strategy
• Data Strategy
• Industrial Strategy
• White Paper on AI
• Single Market
• Barriers Report and
Enforcement
• SME Strategy

July 2020
Schrems II CJU
ruling on EU-US
data flows

Sources include: EU Commission, Shaping’s Europe Digital Future, 2020
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Q3 2020
Industrial Strategy
and Digital
Finance Packages

Q4 2020
Consumer
Agenda,
empowerment in
the digital
transformation

Q4 2020
Business Taxation
for the 21st
century

2021
New VAT rules for
online sales of
goods and
services

Q4 2020 (2 December)
A new Digital Markets
Act expected alongside
the Digital Services Act
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COVID-19 context: Initial fragmentation gives way to more
strategic alignment
The EU has emerged from the COVID crisis with greater internal cohesion, external ambition and determination
to pursue its own sovereignty objectives, including in the digital space.
1. Fragmentation in early
stages of COVID-19 crisis…
—

Familiar North-South divides
resurface as France, Germany
and others impose export
restrictions.

—

Italy turns to China for aid
after being rebuffed by EU
members.

—

Internal border controls for
the first time in decades.

—

East-West fissures emerge
over proposed rule of law
conditionality.
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3. …And ultimately

2. …Then cohesion…
—

Multi-annual financial
framework (MFF) and $860
billion relief package
negotiations produce the
EU’s strongest consensus in
decades.

—

Mutualisation of debt and
generous grants aim to heal
North-South divides; EastWest disputes are deferred.

—

Member states now look to
the EU to focus internally on
economic recovery, climate
and digital.

strategic posturing
—

Emerging consensus that the
EU needs to assert greater
sovereignty on the world
stage, especially vis-à-vis the
US and China.

—

Looking to build self-reliance
or sufficiency in security,
supply chains, health and the
digital industry in order to
negotiate on equal terms
with the US and China.
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Side Bar: COVID-19 accelerates the urgency to act
decisively on tech
Ø

COVID-19 has further cemented the significance of technology for both economic and healthcare
resilience. The pandemic has led to European countries further doubling down on their green and
digital ambitions.

Ø

The drive for resilience has led to a push for so-called “strategic autonomy”, a term long used by
French President Emmanuel Macron. The term encapsulates numerous different aspects of the EU’s
digital agenda, but has arrived at the forefront of European policymaking as the pandemic saw a
scramble to secure supply chains for essential goods, revealing greater resilience was required in order
to protect Europe’s interests. Similar initiatives to shore up and secure supply chains are ongoing in the
US and beyond.

Ø

The pandemic has driven a new push by Berlin to be more assertive in its ambitions for technology,
falling closer in line with Macron’s longstanding view. In early October, Chancellor Angela Merkel said
that the EU’s competition rulebook “must be modernised”, and that it was particularly important that
Europe became “sovereign” in the digital sector. In October, Germany and France also committed to
launching a joint hydrogen project before the end of 2020, and will explore potential joint ventures in
cloud computing, infrastructure, 5G, AI, battery-cell production and Gaia-X, which will give Europe its
own internal data infrastructure.

Ø

Despite direct stimulus being aimed at digitisation in both national and EU-wide recovery packages,
the pandemic has also highlighted the ongoing dependency of the EU on foreign firms to deliver
solutions. Europe relied on the assistance of US tech firms to develop contact-tracing apps, serving as
another reminder of how the European market is dominated by a few US firms.
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Key players in Europe’s digital sovereignty discussion
Ø

Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European Commission.

Ø

Her presidency (which began in November 2019) marked a turning point in the relationship between the
presidency and the role of digital in the Commission’s agenda.

Ø

Has established two main priorities for the Commission: an ambitious Green Deal and reasserting EU
sovereignty in the digital space. Maintained this focus after the outbreak of COVID-19.

Ø

Set the agenda and tone for the coming years, emphasising European assertiveness through both
regulation of largely external actors and investment into critical technologies to propel her agenda.

Ø

Margrethe Vestager, Executive Vice-President for A Europe Fit for the Digital Age and Competition.

Ø

Built a reputation for taking a hard stance on competition policy, deeming it a ”people thing”. Since taking
office as Competition Commissioner in 2014, used EU state aid rules to tackle corporate tax schemes by
member states, with her first term defined by various high-profile battles with tech firms.

Ø

Firm in her belief that a Franco-German driven industrial policy to create champions is less effective than a
fair system where many smaller players can compete. This came to a head in 2019 when she blocked the
Siemens-Alstom merger.

“We want a
green
transition, a Ø
digital
transition”
Ø

Timmermans,
June 2020

Her portfolio has expanded in her second term (now as Executive Vice-President for A Europe Fit for the
Digital Age and Competition). Oversees the digital agenda as well as the competition portfolio.
Currently in the process of seeking new powers for European competition law, but has already faced
setbacks in a landmark case with Apple, where she lost her battle over their payment of taxes in Ireland.
The Commission is appealing this decision.

Ø

Frans Timmermans, Executive Vice-President for the European Green Deal.

Ø

Timmermans will oversee the Commission’s critical Green Deal, including managing the relationship
between digital and green technologies in new areas (e.g. hydrogen).

© Macro Advisory Partners 2020
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Key players in Europe’s digital sovereignty discussion

Data
produced
in Europe
“should
mainly be
processed
in Europe
to benefit
Europe,”
Breton,
January
2020

Ø

Thierry Breton, Internal Market Commissioner.

Ø

Forceful advocate of more protective, traditionally French policies towards technology (he was the head of
France’s old telecoms monopoly and CEO of Atos, a French tech firm). This ranges from issues such as
data localisation, where he has remarked that European data should remain in Europe, to building
regional digital champions through a broad industrial policy.

Ø

As the EU pressed ahead with its Industrial Strategy in early 2020, it was increasingly clear that Breton’s
approach (essentially the Franco-German view), is at odds with Vestager’s, supported by the Northern
member states, especially regarding the role of revised competition rules to help create European
industrial and technological power centres, or champions.

Ø

While this tension between the two great powers on one hand and the Northern more liberal countries on
the other may escalate, both share the same goal: to harness the European tech industry and to break
what is seen by both sides as the de facto monopolies of US (and Chinese) tech.

Ø

Germany and France have also taken steps nationally to promote digital sovereignty.

Ø

Chancellor Angela Merkel shares the desire for Europe to assert itself within high-tech and data
industries, and is committed to seeing Germany take the lead in AI development and application. Has
deep mistrust in social media and the dissemination of distorted news. Growing concern about the
security risks for industry and government institutions including cyberattacks, data leakages and abuse,
privacy concerns, and theft of data.

Ø

President Emmanuel Macron continues to pursue a specific course for France (in 2019 he announced €5
billion in support of French tech and France recently enlisted two local companies to make plans to break
the dominance of the US in cloud computing in France, with plans expected in December). At the same
time, he seeks an ambitious role for the EU: namely a less fragmented market, a commitment to the
emergence of European champions, and an alternative model that represents a third way between China
and the US (as well as enough clout and unity to tax American and Chinese tech giants).
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What has driven a new way of thinking under this
Commission?
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—

Carrot and stick. Clear recognition that the EU cannot rely only on regulation but must also
strive to become a competitive tech superpower in its own right.

—

Setting its own terms. Growing consensus that through a two-pillared system based on
regulation and investment into technology, the institutions in Europe must take a greater role
in both protecting European firms and also ensuring that international players are compliant
with rules within the bloc.

—

More of a role for government. This includes taking a tougher stance on foreign companies
acquiring European tech firms, in a pushback of a trend which saw many small European
players snapped up by US tech giants. Government contracts may increasingly be used as
strategic tools to allow local firms to compete with international, larger alternatives.

—

Focus on potential winning sectors... Europe’s industrial policy is fuelling investment into key
and critical sectors where the EU may be able to realise some competitive advantages (e.g.
edge computing), despite entering the game late.

—

…And the value of industrial data. The EU has a special focus on industrial data and on means
to secure that data collected from European industries are kept under European control and
legislation and made available for European digital services and industries.

—

Competition with the US and China. For leaders in Europe, particularly those in France and
Germany, the strategy is welcomed. Both have long been sceptical about the role of US big
tech in Europe and are uncertain about the growing role of Chinese firms in Europe without
reciprocal market access.

—

Implementation of the Green Deal and Circular Economy Action Plan, including by way of
digital documentation of provenance and environmental footprint through value chains,
starting in key sectors.
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Europe has built a two-pillar approach to tech policy
Europe has adopted a two-pillar approach to its tech policy, and relies on both regulation alongside innovation
and investment to achieve its strategic objectives.

Digital
Services Act

AI

Rules on
AI

Data Act

Cloud
Computing &
Gaia-X
Pillar 2:
Investment
& Innovation

Pillar 1:
Regulation
Digital
Markets Act

Digital Tax

GDPR
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Quantum
Computing

Edge
Computing

Horizon
Europe
5G
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Pillar 1: Regulation
The EU is leading in building a regulatory framework and is confident of the “Brussels effect” – that regulations like its own will
become the global norm. Key aspects include:
Ø Digital Markets Act. (See Slide 14) and the Digital Services Act (DSA). The DSA marks the first attempt by the EU in over 20
years to regulate and reset the broad rules of the internet. It attempts to strengthen cooperation across both home and host
countries, and to ensure responsible, transparent and accountable behaviour in the digital realm to empower the user.
Ø Data Act. The Commission has built a European strategy for data to ensure that the vast amounts of data being stored and
gathered within the EU adheres to distinctly ‘European values’. The EU wants to create a common European financial data
space, the proposals of which will be released in its Digital Finance Strategy in Q3 2020. The strategy will facilitate more access
to public disclosure of financial data and reporting, improve market transparency and ensure that the Payment Services
Directive is updated based on the principle of open finance.
Ø Competition Policy. Europe is using antitrust policy to ensure market-dominating platforms do not hinder European
innovation. Measures are likely to become more powerful when new rules come in next year.
Ø Rules on AI. In early 2020, the European Commission released a white paper which set out proposals for regulating what are
deemed “high risk” uses of AI. Facial recognition was not mentioned explicitly, and the outcome of the white paper will not be
released until next year. It is the first broad attempt to regulate AI.
Ø Digital Tax. Europe will propose its own digital tax early next year if nothing can be agreed at the OECD. This is likely to be a
flashpoint in US-EU relations, especially under a potential Trump 2.0. France will begin collecting tax on big digital companies
this year after international talks failed to agree on a global levy.
Ø A blacklist of banned behaviours and a whitelist of obligations is also being discussed for key services: app stores,
marketplaces and social networks, online search engines, operating systems and cloud services. A “grey list” would reference
behaviours regulators could prohibit (i.e. restricting the use of business users’ data and a ban on proposing different prices for
similar services). Some provisions include preventing “gatekeepers” companies from favouring their own services on their
platforms and from pre-installing their apps on operating systems.
© Macro Advisory Partners 2020
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Side Bar: Digital Markets Act
The recently leaked Digital Markets Act integrates the regulation of gatekeeping platforms and competition tools addressing
the competitive positioning of tech firms. It is a combination of ex-ante and case-by-case enforcement. At the same time, issues
relating to e-commerce will be stripped out into a separate piece of legislation, as will content regulation and dataregulation. The European Council will publish a draft of both the Digital Markets Act and DSA on 2 December.

“

The regulation side will be targeted at a small number of large digital gatekeepers,
setting out a clear list of dos and don’ts. Yes, you should make certain data
accessible to platform users. No, you should not engage in proven forms of harmful
self-preferencing. The case-by-case enforcement side would allow us to investigate
digital markets and intervene, including by imposing remedies, where we identify
structural market issues or failures.

Vestager, October 2020

It is understood that the “small number” of digital gatekeepers reaches beyond the GAFA group, amounting to some 12-15
companies, where the Digital Markets Act will include both ex ante and ex post elements. The ongoing dispute between Vestager
and Breton about the approach to regulation has become less intense with the two cooperating on an integrated proposal for the
legislation.

Implications for EU-US dialogue on regulation
The Commission is following developments in the US closely, with ongoing contact between the Commission and American
regulators. In Brussels, the view is that the report just published by the House Judiciary Committee signals that regulation will be
upcoming regardless of the outcome of the US presidential election. In the event of a Biden victory, some coordination between
US and EU regulators may be possible, but the EU expects its approach will differ both in terms of timing and content.
It is expected that the Commission will seek to avoid elements that target individual tech firms disproportionally or which will
reposition the respective competitive position of big tech firms.
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EU market and regulatory activities span the entire stack
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Pillar 2: Investment and innovation
President von der Leyen has committed to spending a fifth of the COVID-19 support fund on digital investments. This totals
€150 billion on top of previous commitments agreed in the main budget. This includes:
Ø Digital Europe. This builds the strategic digital capacities of the EU and deploys digital technologies. With a
planned overall budget of €8.2 billion, it will shape the digital transformation of Europe.
Ø Horizon Europe. Leaders have agreed a slimmed down €80.9 billion package for the research and development aspect
of the budget, much of which will focus on technological innovation.
Ø Cloud infrastructure. Large subsidies for a European cloud, including investments of €10 billion in cloud infrastructure
and storage capacity. This is based on the Gaia-X federated data infrastructure which hopes to develop requirements for
EU-wide data sharing. Gaia-X has made it clear that non-European cloud computing firms will have limited voting rights.
Ø AI. The Commission has signalled that further investment into AI is in the pipeline, emphasising its importance as an
innovation tool in agriculture, healthcare, transport.
Ø COVID-19 relief digital spending. This will focus particularly on broadband and 5G, 6G and fibre infrastructure as part of
a levelling up strategy to ensure maximum connectivity across the bloc.
Ø 5G. On 5G, the EU has agreed to reduce its dependency on Chinese equipment, but national capitals have varied in their
reading of how urgently this should be done, and the extent to which Huawei and others will be excluded. The UK,
Poland and the Czech Republic have fallen in line with the US stance on Huawei, whereas Germany, Spain and others
have not yet forged a clear position. European providers Eriksson and Nokia are sure to gain from the trend away from
Chinese providers.
Ø Supercomputers. €8 billion of investment is planned for next generation supercomputers and chips.
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Europe’s digital toolkit includes other measures beyond
direct tech regulation
Ø Granting subsidies to strategic industries. Although this applies to various critical sectors, technology is likely to be a
priority. European leaders have requested exemptions from state aid rules, and the recent summit called for “stepping
up the assistance” for various areas including batteries, internet of things and micro-electrics.
Ø Screening foreign investments. These rules require EU countries to share information on all foreign investments. It was
brought into force primarily to respond to Beijing’s aggressive use of its state-owned enterprises to acquire European
technology companies.
Ø Export controls on ‘dual-use’ goods. These measures will restrict European tech companies from exporting ‘dual-use’
goods (surveillance, encryption) that can be used by authoritarian regimes (particularly China) and may have a military
function. This is particularly relevant since China has doubled down on its commitments for civil-military fusion over the
course of this year. National capitals will still be able to veto what is on the EU’s list in future.
Ø Supply chain review and ‘near-shoring’. The pandemic has brought renewed attention on ensuring that supply chains
are secure, particularly in essential goods and critical technologies. The Commission and Council are reviewing the
competitive advantages of different member states to ensure that supply chains are more resilient in future (e.g.
Germany and hydrogen).
Ø Supply chain visibility and documentation of provenance and environmental footprint is also key for implementation of the
Green Deal and Circular Economy Action Plan.

Challenges Remain Ahead
• Member states still lack a common position on many tech issues. There is also a wide disparity in the level of
understanding of the importance of critical technologies to economic resilience and strategic autonomy, with some
states prioritising other areas.
• For example, 14 EU countries have urged Brussels to keep regulations on AI under control, as over regulating can be
a “hindrance for innovation”. This document was initiated by Denmark but was co-signed by France and Spain.
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